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1. Automatically detects updates to blocklists and will download them for you 2. You can select one or more blocklists in Offline Armor and automatically add them to Online Armor 3. When you enable it, it will automatically block any messages from IP addresses outside of the blocklist. 4. The blocklists are automatically updated whenever they are available. 5.
Supports all recent versions of the blocklists. 6. Supports all known versions of the current blocklists. 7. Supports older versions of blocklists, if they are still maintained. 8. Supports blocking if a list of IP addresses is added to a new list, if that is not supported in the blocklist. SpySight Screenshots SpySight Descriptions SpySight features an unique feature: it
downloads list of commonly used IP addresses of end-users. Based on this list, it checks all communication between your users and network. SpySight uses various methods to check IP addresses, such as Sender IP, IP to IP and IP port to IP to see if IP addresses are different. It may be possible that your IPs are blocked by ISP filters but are still sending spam. Based
on this list, it can block spam from your end-user's IP addresses, which is beneficial for you and the end-users. SpySight Description: 1. Download IP addresses lists 2. Check whether IP addresses are different 3. Add the IP addresses to the blocklist 4. Block spam from your end-users OS Online Armor version: Date version: Downloaded date: Client Source Details
N/A 100 Change IP for Downloaded 100 User ID 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44
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1. Fast processing. 2. Download blocklists from kaspresso. 3. Open, add, delete, edit blocklists, blocklists config files. 4. Use other parameters in config files as blocklist names. 5. Create own blocklists and config files. 6. Set download path of blocklists. 7. Set proxy for blocklist download. 8. Export and import blocklists. 9. Check blocklists connection status. 10.
Remark: Update blocks on files change. 12 Feb 2012 update: - Added new IP blocklist for more security protection. - Fixed items in ListView1. - Fixed some bugs. The filter component and method to format list items (description,...) in ListView1. What is new in this version: New filter for the items in ListView1. New method to format the items description
(description,...) in ListView1. You can configure the filter by hotkeys (Ctrl+F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8, F9) or by keyboard events (Esc, Enter, Ctrl+F1, Ctrl+F2, Ctrl+F3, Ctrl+F4, Ctrl+F5, Ctrl+F6, Ctrl+F7, Ctrl+F8, Ctrl+F9). Added new configurable hotkeys for quick filtering of list items. New configurable keyboard events for quick filtering of list items. Now
you have ability to use your own themes for WebViewer. Now you have ability to use your own themes for WebViewer. - Allows for editing the canvas in a simple and integrated way. - You can add custom information to each WebViewer element (text, images,...) and set them on size (height and width). - Allows for editing the canvas in a simple and integrated way. -
You can add custom information to each WebViewer element (text, images,...) and set them on size (height and width). - Allows for custom text alignment (left, center, right, justify). - Allows for custom text alignment (left, center, right, justify). - You can apply a special color for the whole page and for each WebViewer element (text, images,...). - You can
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- Updates Online Armor Premium with latest blocklists for F-Secure, SpamAssassin, ClamAV. - Automatic update of your installed blocklists. - Automatic update of ClamAV index. - Supports all links in the blocklist that Online Armor Premium allows to update. - Filter blocklists by their download speeds. - Allows to clear last update time of blocklists for all
available blocklists in Online Armor - if you want to update all blocklists now. - Allows to setup OA Firewall rules and OA Advanced rules - Settings are easy to use, just double click on rules for OA Firewall or click on "add rules" to enter in new settings. - Supports OA Firewall and OA Advanced - Auto recovery after crash The Scenario: A day ago we have received
a report of a website ( with a WPF (Word Processor File) backdoor ( website used the javascripts: JS_READY_FOR_IT_STRING = "'iTkGvqdQF%C5wgx>XcTdHbUCS%7IC6'Zn%C7Iw2ER%lDrE%6I6'w1dDnAIo2ED%7A/wZHI='

What's New in the OA Blocklist Manager?

Modern OS includes a lot of services. If you have no time to configure them all, the best solution will be to turn off unnecessary services. It is quite easy to do so. What is OA-Blocklist-Manager: OA-Blocklist-Manager is a solution for managing of blocking lists. The program allows you to quickly configure blocking lists in different ways. Simply download the lists
and set the blocked services. Features: - Configuration - Add and remove blocks - Export configuration to txt or xml - Backup - Data storage for offline use - Import and export configuration to the other formats - Reset all configurations - Graphical front end - Unicode localization (translated in over 30 languages) - Built-in updater Change Log: Version 1.0.1
(2013-07-24) 1. OA Blocklist Manager is released for public use. 2. New laucher. 3. Various code fixes. Version 1.0.0 (2012-12-14) 1. First public version. 2. Blocking lists support. Version 0.9.7 (2012-12-13) 1. Improved the application startup speed. 2. Various code fixes. Version 0.9.6 (2012-12-10) 1. Added DLL support for Windows 8.1. 2. Various code fixes.
Version 0.9.5 (2012-11-23) 1. Updated the dialogs. 2. Fixed a bug in adding a service to the blocklist. Version 0.9.4 (2012-11-21) 1. Fix a bug in the blocklist configuration. 2. Added a new feature of compatibility with the Windows 8. 3. Added German translation. Version 0.9.3 (2012-11-17) 1. New feature of graphical interface. 2. Fixed a bug in renaming of the
blocklists. 3. Various code fixes. Version 0.9.2 (2012-11-17) 1. Added support of 32-bit apps. 2. Added support of multiple blocklists. Version 0.9.1 (2012-11-16) 1. New feature of the logging of actions. 2. New feature of the management of various configuration files. 3. Fixed a bug in the configuration of blocks. 4. Various code fixes. Version 0.9.0 (2012-11-16) 1.
New feature of the configurator. 2. Improved the database. 3. Various code fixes. Version 0.8.0 (2012-11-16) 1. New feature of the creation of the default blocklists. 2. Various code fixes. Version 0.7.4 (
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System Requirements For OA Blocklist Manager:

The minimum system requirements are: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1 or Windows 10 (32-bit or 64-bit) Processor: 1.5 GHz Processor or better Memory: 512 MB RAM or better Graphics: DirectX 9 graphics card or better DirectX: 9.0 or better Changes to DirectX 11 DirectX 11 provides several new features that improve performance and stability for
users. We've made several enhancements to DirectX 11 in order to improve performance and address various issues that
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